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by 

P.P.N. de Groen 

ABSTRACT. 

On the interval (~,b) with a < 0 < b we study the boundary value problem 

-E:U" + xp(x,E:)u' + xq(x,E:)u = r(E:)u, u(a) = A, u(b) = B, o < E: ~ I 

The related eigenvalue problem has a discrete set of eigenvalues for each 

E: > O. We expand each eigenvalue in a formal asymptotic series in integral 

powers of E: and we prove the validity of the expansion with the aid of the 

Rayleigh quotient characterisations of the eigenvalues. If r(E:) is not equal 

to an eigenvalue, the solution exists and is unique; we prove that it decays 

exponentially for E: 7 +0, provided the distance between r(E:) and the nearest 

eigenvalue is larger than exp(-Y/E:) for some positive Y depending on p. If 

res) is equal to an eigenvalue, no solution exists (in general) and, if r(E:) 

1S near enough to an eigenvalue, the dominant term in the solution 1S a 

mUltiple of the corresponding eigenfunction. From a spectral point of view 

the "Ackerberg-O'Malley resonance" is the familiar effect, that the nearest 

free mode of the equation is amplified by the inverse of the distance from 

r(E:) to the corresponding eigenvalue. 
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I. INTRODUCTION. 

a. THE PROBLEM. In this paper we study the singularly perturbed two-point 

boundary value problem of turning point type on the real interval [a,bJ 

( 1. I a) 

(l.lb) 

L u := -EU" + xp(x,e::)u' + xq(x,s)u = r(£)u , 
E 

u(a) = A, u(b) = B, a < 0 < b , 

(' = d/dx) , 

where E is a small positive parameter, and where p, lip, q and r are suf

ficiently smooth functions with respect to both parameters x and E. We shall 

treat the case p > ° only, since the analysis for p < ° is analogous. 

Without loss of generality we can assume p(O,O) = I and 

(1.2) 

b 

8:= f tp(t,O)dt ~ 
o 

° f tp(t,O)dt. 

a 

This problem has some intriguing features due to the fact that the 

coefficient of u l in equation (I.Ia) changes sign in the interval. In the 

easier and well-analyzed case where the coefficient of u' is of one sign 

and is positive (negative) throughout the interval, the contribution to the 

solution coming from the prescribed boundary value at the right (left) 

endpoint is exponentially small outside a small boundary layer near that 

endpoint, cf. [11J or [12J. We note that "exponentially small" means "of 

the order O(exp(-yls», E -+ +0 ,for some y > 0". The analysis in this 

easier case transferred to problem (1.1) suggests that the contribution from 

the boundary value at both endpoints is exponentially small; hence the solu

tion of problem (1.1) is exponentially small uniformly in every compact sub

interval of (a,b) and boundary layers are located at both endpoints. However, 

this suggestion is not always true, as can be seen from the following example, 

(1.3) -EU" + xu' - ru = 0, u(a) = A, u(l) = B, a ~ -} , 

which can be solved exactly in terms of parabolic cylinder functions or ~n 

terms of the confluent hypergeometric functions IFl(-!r,~,x2/2E) and 

xiF I O-!r, t ,x2
!2e::),. cf. [5, §2]. By well-known asymptotic formulas for these 

functions we indeed find exponential decay if r is not a non-negative integer, 

( I .4a) u (x) ~ A exp{(a-x)!E} + B exp{(x-I)!E}, £ -+ +0 and r ~ 0,1,2, •.. , 
£ 

where ~ means "asymptotically equivalent". 
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However, if r is a non-negative integer, one of the confluent hyper

geometric functions is equal to the r-th Hermite polynomial and we find 

for e + +0 and r = 0,1,2, ••. : 

(1.4b) u (x) 
e: 

A exp{ (a-x)/d , if a < -1 

We see that the solution of (1.3) does not decay at all in the exceptional 

case where r = 0,1,2, ••• and that in general (if a ~ J) one of the boundary 

layers disappears. 

b. HISTORY. In [2J Ackerberg & O'Malley draw attention to problem (I. 1). They 

establish exponential decay of its solution in the case reO) ~ 0,1,2, ... 

For non-negative integral values of reO) they construct by the WKBJ method a 

formal approximation, which does not decay for e + +0. This approximation 

converges to a solution of the reduced equation xpu' + xqu = ru, whose mag

nitude is fixed by the boundary condition u(b) = B if equality in (1.2) does 

not hold and by u(b) = ~(B + (-I)rA) otherwise. This phenomenon, that the 

solution of (1.1) does not decay exponentially and converges to a definite 

non-zero solution of the reduced equation, Ackerberg & O'Malley have called 

pesonanae. Their publication has drawn much interest and has been followed 

by a large number of papers which study this phenomenon of "resonance", e.g. 

see [3J, [8J, [9J, [10J and the references there. These papers steadily pro

pose better approximations to the "resonant lt solution of (1.1) and more re

fined criteria for Itresonance" to occur, mostly derived by formal methods 

only and not supported by proofs. For a review of these papers we refer to 

the introduction of [tOJ. Olver constructs in [tOJ an approximation by linking 

together uniform approximations of two pairs of independent solutions of the 

equation. The boundary conditions at a and b and the continuity conditions 

across the turning point yield four linear equations which can be solved 

under certain conditions on r(e:). His final conclusion is that for each non

negative number n a function r(e) exists such that the approximation and hence 

the solution itself shows "resonance" (in the sense of Ackerberg & O'Malley); 

moreover the "resonant" approximation remains valid if r(e:) is changed by 
. -y/e:. . ( ) 0 an amount not exceed1ng e w1th y > ~ and ~ as 1n 1.2. We remark I that 

o 
the same conclusion can be drawn from [5, thm4.4 & cor. 4.5J, and 2 that the 

existence proof does not (and cannot, as we shall explain later on) yield a 

method for construction of such an r(e). 
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c. RE-EVALUATION OF THE PROBLEM. In the papers cited above the secondary 

question "Under what conditions does the solution of (1.1) show resonance 

in the sense of Ackerberg & O'Malley?" has obscured the original question 

"Can we find an asymptotic approximation to the solution of (1.1) and how 

does it look like if reO) is a non-negative integer?"; A & O'M-resonance 

has been considered as a fundamental property of the solutions of equation 

(1.1). However, from the example (1.3) we can read that the first question 

is not the best one to ask. If a = -I, the solution of (1.3) is 

( 1.5) u (x,r) 
E: 

provided the denominators are non-zero. These denominators, considered as 

functions of r, have denumerably many simple zeros for each c: > 0 and the 

zeros converge to the non-negative integers for e + +0. Our first conclusion 

from this example is that a solution of problem (1.1) needs not exist, a 

fact that is overlooked completely in all papers cited above. The second 

conclusion is that it is not very interesting to ask for the conditions 

under which the solution of (1.1) (if it exists) converges to a definite 

solution of the reduced equation, since for every multiple of this limit 

we can ask the same question. As a matter of fact, for any point Xo E (0,1), 

any non-negative integer n and any real number C we can find a function r(c:) 

with reO) = n such that u in the example (1.5) satisfies u (xO,r(c:» = C, 
c: e 

because n is the limit of a zero of a denominator; since the restriction of 

problem (1.3) to (xO,l) has no turning points, the well-known analysis implies 

that uc:(x,r(e» converges on (xO,l) (pointwise) to that solution of the reduced 

equation which takes the value C at xo. Clearly the interesting question is, 

how the mechanism works that provides solutions of any magnitude. 

The answer to this question also can be read from the example (1.3) 

with a = -I. The zeros of the denominators in (1.5) are the eigenvalues of 
2 2 1 2 the operator - Ed /dx + xd/dx in HOC-I,I) n H (-1,1). Let us denote these 

eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions by (TIk(e), ~k("C:» and let 

us assume that the eigenvalues are ordered in increasing sense, (i.e. 

TI k+1 > TI k); they satisfy the relations 

(I.6) and k • 
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We define Z to be the ordinary boundary layer terms, as given in (1.4a). 
€: 

Z (x) := A exp{- (x+I)/€:} + B exp{(x-I)/e} 
€: 

and we expand the residue L (u - Z ) ~n the eigenfunctions, 
e e e 

(1. 7) 

The solution u satisfies 
e 

(1. 8) 

If ~k - r 1S bounded away from zero for all k, the infinite sum in (1.8) 

is small, as is the residue in (1.7). However, if r(O) = n for some integer 

n, the n-th term can be quite large and we obtain the approximation 

u 
e 

'V Z 
£ 

£ -+ +0 and r(O) = n . 

This formula displays the mechanism at work in a resonant situation and it 

explains why the solution is so extremely sensitive for small variations in 

r(e). It is clear that an analogous formula can be given for the solution 

of (1.1). Problem (1.1) can be considered as the equation for the steady 

state of a vibrating system and in such a setting the phenomenon, that the 

solution grows beyond bound in the vicinity of an eigenvalue, is commonly 

called resonance. From this point of view the phenomenon, which Ackerberg 

& O'MAlley have called resonance by chance (1), is a quite familiar spectral 

effect. We have pointed at this connection to the spectrum already in [13, 

§9J. 

d. OUTLINE OF THE PAPER. The purpose of this paper is to construct a uni

formly valid approximation to the solution of problem (1.1), if it exists. 

The explanation of the phenomenon of resonance clearly indicates the road 

to follow in order to arrive at such an approximation. First we have to de

termine the eigenvalues of the operator L£ acting on H2(a,b) n H~(a,b). 
Next we have to construct uniform approximations to the corresponding eigen

functions. Finally we have to estimate the coefficients in an eigenfunction 

expansion of type (1.8) and we have to approximate the sum of the series, 

since the infinite series itself hardly can be considered as a satisfactory 
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approximation. The techniques we shall use in our analysis are quite 

classical, namely the Rayleigh quotient characterisation of eigenvalues, 

SturnrLiouville theory for eigenfunction expansions, matched asymptotic 

expansions for the construction of approximations of the eigenfunctions 

and the maximum principle for the proof of their validity, cf. [4J and 

[12J. 

Our first result concerns the location of the eigenvalues. The eigen

values are the values of A for which the problem 

(1. 9) L u = -EU" + xpu' + xqu = AU, u(a) = u(b) = 0 , 
E 

has a non-trivial solution. Sturm-Liouville theory implies that a denumera

ble set of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 

exists; ordering these eigenvalues in an increasing sequence we find 

(1. 10) for E -+ +0 • 

This result is already contained in [5J and [6J, but the proof there is 

fairly complicated. Here we shall present an easier proof, based only on 

the minimax and maximin characterisations of the eigenvalues by Rayleigh's 

quotient, cf.[4J. We transform equation (1.9) to a selfadjoint form and we 

construct formal approximations of its eigenfunctions. The maximum of 

Rayleigh's quotient over the span of the first k of these approximate eigen

functions yields an upper estimate for A
k

_
1 

and the mimimum over the ortho

gonal complement yields a lower estimate of Ak' A good estimate of the 

maximum is derived easily since the maximum is taken over a finite dimen

sional space, An estimate of the minimum over the orthogonal complement, 

which is of infinite dimension, is more complicate since the estimates of 

the eigenfunctions are not uniform. We split this space into two subspaces 

such that in one of them Rayleigh's quotient is large enough to be estimated 

from below by the Rayleigh quotient of the Hermite operator, d. (1.3), 

whose eigenvalues are known, and such that the other subspace is of finite 

dimension. 

Once the convergence of the eigenvalues to well-separated limits is 

established, we can expand the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigen

functions of the symmetrized problem in formal power series in powers of E. 
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If p and q are COO we can compute all terms of these series by a formal 

asymptotic method which is analogous to the "suppression of secular terms" 

in celestial mechanics. The coefficients in the power series expansion of 

Ak(~) are uniquely determined by the condition that non-polynomial solu

tions (which are exponentially large) have to be suppressed in every step 

of the iteration. The validity of these series is proved by expansion of 

the residue of the approximate eigenfunction in the true eigenfunctions 

of. the symmetrized problem and by using well-known estimates for the co

efficients of such eigenfunction expansions. Transforming back to the 

original non-selfadjoint form we find an approximation of the eigenfunction 
1 

which is uniformly valid in the interior boundary layer of width 0(e: 2
). 

At both sides of this interior boundary layer we can match the interior 

expansion to the regular expansion, whose lowest order term is the solution 

of the reduced equation xpu' + xqu = AU. Both regular expansions are matched 

to the boundary conditions u(a) = u(b) = 0 in ordinary boundary layers. The 

validity of the approximation on [a,-e:~mJ and [e)m,bJ for some m > 0 is 

proved by the maximum principle. We shall restrict our computation of an 

asymptotic approximation of the eigenfunction to a first order approximation, 
1 

which outside the boundary layers has a relative error of the order 0(£2). 

If r(£) is not equal to any eigenvalue, problem (1.1) has a unique 

solution U • By "matched asymptotic expansions" we construct a formal appro
£ 

ximation Z , which satisfies the boundary conditions (l.lb), and which is 
e: 

exponentially small in the interior of the interval. Assuming that n is the 

non-negative integer nearest to reO), and using the eigenfunction expansion 

as in (1.8) we finally obtain the result 

( I • J 1 ) 

where S is the 
n coefficient of e in the eigenfunction expansion of 

n 
(L - r)(U - Z ). 

6 e: £ 
The magnitude of the (resonant) eigenfunction term in 

(1.11) can be read from the formula 

(1.12) (e: -+ +0) • 

where C does not depend on £ and 6 is given by (1.2). We see that the mag

nitude of the resonant part of (1.11) is of order unity if the distance from 

r(e:) to the nearest eigenvalue A (e:) is of the same order as (1.12) and that 
n 
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the resonant part vanishes if the distance if of larger order. 

e n 

Formula (1.11) together With the approximation of the eigenfunction 

and the estimate of the coefficient S give a precise picture of the 
n 

asymptotic behaviour of the solution of problem (1.1) in the neighbourhood 

of an eigenvalue. Unfortunately this picture inevitably contains the dis

tance from r(e) to the nearest eigenvalue. Since in general no better ap

proximation for an eigenvalue can be obtained than an asymptotic (non

convergent) power series in E, the exponentially small orders in the dis

tance cannot be detected (by asymptotic methods), Hence, if the asymptotic 

series of A and r do not agree, the solution of (1.1) decays exponentially, n 
but, if they agree, the magnitude of the resonant part cannot be determined 

in general. Only 1n the exceptional case where a solution of the equation 

L u = ru happens to be known, which is normalized by lu(O)1 + lu'(O)1 = I 

and which is bounded by some negative power of E uniformly with respect to 

E and x, the magnitude of the resonant part can be determined. Examples of 

such a case are problem (1.3) and problem (1.1) with xq - r O. Moreover, 

if in a problem of type (1.1) the resonant part of the solution is of order 
! unity, small changes in E p,q and r do not affect the magnitude of the re-

sonant part in first order, provided those changes are of an order smaller 

than (1.12) is, uniformly in x. 

The methods employed here admit considerable generalizations, to the 

case where the sign of p is negative, to the case where there are several 

turning points, where a turning point is located at the boundary or where 

it is of higher order and to analogous (elliptic) problems in several di

mensions, cf.[6] and t7J. 

e. NOTATIONS. N, NO' ~ and ~ are the sets of natural, nonnegative integral, 

real and complex numbers. 

If I is an (open) interval in~, £2(1) denotes the set of square integrable 

functions on I and Hk
(l) the subset of functions in £2(1) whose k-th deri

vative is still square integrable (k E N). H~(I) is the subset of HI(I) of 

functions which are zero at the endpoints of the interval I. If I refers to 

the interval (a,b) it is dropped: in that case we shall write £2 instead 

of £2(a,b), etc. The inner product in £2 is denoted by (-,.) and the norm 

by \I • II : 
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b 

(u,v) := J u(x)v(x)dx, lIuli ! := (u,u) • 

a 

If V ~s a subspace of L2(I), then ~ denotes its orthogonal complement: 

~ = {u E L
2

(I) I (u(x),v(x» = 0 for all v E V} • 
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2. THE EIGENVALUES AND RAYLEIGH'S QUOTIENT. 

For the study of its eigenvalues problem (1.9.) does not have a very 

suitable form, since the differential equation is not symmetric. This is 

amended by the transformation 

(2. J) 

x 

JE(x) :- exp{- iE oJ tp(t, ddt} 

it results in the equation 

(2.2) 2 2 {x p /4~ + xq - ~p - ~xp'}v = AV , v(a) = v(b) = ° . 
co 

We recall that p and q are C -functions of x and € such that 

(2.3) p(x,€) :::: Po > 0, p(O,O) = J 

that because of assumption (L 2) J satisfies the ineauality 
~ 

J (a) ~ J (b) = e-~~/€ 
E: . E: 

and that A is a complex and E: a small positive real parameter. 

Al though the transformation (2. J) m'akes v exponentially small with respect 

to u for all x~ 0, it is clear that u is an eigenfunction of (1.9) if and only 

if v is an eigenfunction of (2.2); hence the.eigenvalues of (1.9) and (2.2) 

coincide. Let us denote the differential operator connected with equation (2.2) 

by T : 
E: 

(2.4) T u := -€u" 
E: 

2 2 
+ Lx P /4£ + xq - !p - ~xp'}u for al1 I 2 

u E HO fl H . 

It is well-known that the (symmetric) eigenvalue problem (2.2) has a denumerable 

set of real eigenvalues for each E: > 0 and that this set is bounded from below. 

We shall denote the eigenvalues of (2.2) by Ak (£) with k E ~O' arranged in in

creasing order such that Ak- 1 < Ak for all k E ~. 

Rayleigh's quotient for problem (2.2) is the quotient 

R (u) := (T u,u)/(u,u) 
E: E: 

Integrating the denominator once we see that it is defined for all u E Hb. 
provided u ;t 0. The eigenvalues of (2.2) can be computed from Rayleigh's quotient 

by the following minimax and maximin characterisations: 
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(2.5a) Ak (e:) = inf sup R (u) 

ECH~,dim E;,:k+) UE:E,u~O 
e: 

(2.5b) Ak (e:) :::: sup inf R (u) 

FcL2 ,dim F::;;k U€rnH~,u~o 
e 

In the minimax characterisation (2.5a) the maximum of Rayleigh's quotient 

in a k+)-dimenional subspace is minimized over all such subspaces and in the 

maximin form (2.5b) the minimum of Rayleigh's quotient in the orthogonal com

plement of a k-dimensional subspace is maximized. The proof of these charac

terisations is straightforward using the (orthogonal) eigenfunctions, cf.[4, 

ch. 6 §1.4J.We remark that it is not necessary to maximize Rayleigh's quotient 

1n (2.5a) over all u E E; because of linearity it suffices to maximize over 

u E E satisfying II u II = t for some t > O. The same is true for the minimum 

in (2.5b). Moreover we remark that the maximum of Rayleigh's quotient over a 

subspace E and the minimum over the orthogonal complement of a subspace F 

yield an upper and a lower bound, for the eigenvalue under consideration for 

each choice of E and F. The bounds become better as E and F are better approx

imations of the span of the first k+l and k eigenfunctions. 

The minimum over all subspaces E in (2.5a) is attained by the span of the 

eigenfunctions belonging to the first k+l (counting from zero on) eigenvalues 

and the maximum in (2.5b) by the span of the first k eigenfunctions. If IT 18 
e 

a second operator of the form (2.4), which satisfies 

(2.6) (IT u,u) ::;; (T u,u) 
E E 

for all 1 
u E ljO ' 

whose sets of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are the sets 

and 

nk$k' then we have by (2.5b): 

(2.7) Ak (e) 2: inf .L) (T u,u) ;,: 
e u E span{$O,···,$k_l} nHO,lIull=l 

2 inf (rr u,u) = nk(e:) . 
u E span{ $. jj ;':k}'11 u 11= 1 £ 

J . 
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3. APPROXIMATE EIGENFUNCTIONS. 

Since estimates of eigenvalues by Rayleigh's quotient require approximations 

of the eigenfunctions, we define the functions X by 
n 

O. I) x (X,E) := exp(-x2/4E)H (x/i2E) , 
n n 

where H is the n-th Hermite Polynomial. These functions are "approximate 
n 

eigenfunctions" (or better: formal approximations of the eigenfunctions). 

We show first that they are approximately orthogonal: 

LEMMA I: The functions Xn satisfy for a'll n,m € :No 

(3.2) 

where 0 is Kronecker's delta. If w is strictly positive and has a piecewise 
nm 

continuous first derivative~ they satisfy for aU n,m E:NO (m :::; n) 

(3.3) 
1 n 1 

(X ,wX ) = w(0)(2TIE)22 n!{6 + 0(€2(n+1»)} • n m nm 

and if w has a piecewise continuous second derivative they satisfy' for all 

n,mE:N (m:::; n) with In-ml ~ 1 -

(3.4) 
! n 2 

(X ,wx ) = w(0)(2TIE)22 n!{6 + O(En + E)} . n m- nm 

PROOF: The well-known recurrence relations for the ,Hermite polynomials imply 

(3.5) 
! ' 

xX ::= (2€)2(nx 'I + h 1) n n- n+ and XI = (2e)-j(nx - IX ) 
n ' n-I 2 n+l 

and their orthogonality onR implies 

00 

(3.6) J J 
-00 -00 

Since l.n the left-hand side the integral over the tails x < a and x > b (with 

o < b ~ lal) is of the order 

l-in-!m 2 O(E exp(-b /2E») 

this proves formula 3.2. 
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If the weight function w has a piecewise continuous derivative, it 

satisfies w(x) = w(O) + O(x), (x + 0), hence (3.5) and (3.6) imply 

and this implies (3.3). Formula (3.4) is proved in the same way; we remark 

that (3.4) is not true for In - ml = 1; q.e.d. 

Next we show that Xk is a formal approximation of an eigenfunction of 

T: 
£. 

LEMMA 2: For every n,k E NO' n ~ k, the approximate eigenfunctions satisfy 

(3.7) II T X - nx 112 
£ n n 

= O(£(n3 + 1)lIx 112) 
n 

if n - k ;t.! I , 

(3.8) (T X - nx ,x
k

) e: n n 
if n-k=l. 

PROOF: Since X satisfies the equation n 

-£u" + 
2 

x u/4e: - iu = nu 

we find from the recurrence relations (3.5) by straightforward calculations 

(3.9) T X - (p 2 
1)( ~n(n - I)Xn-2 + h n+2) nXn = - + £ n 

2 
+ {en + !)(p - 1) + ~(l - p) + x(q - !p')}x • 

n 

Since p = 1 + 0(£) + O(x), lemma 1 implies the estimates (3.7-8), q.e.d. 

REMARKS: 1°, Strictly speaking, the function Xn is not in H~, since it is non

zero at the endpoints a and b of the interval. However, it is of the orders 

0(£-!nexp (-a2/4e:» and 0(£~~nexp(-b2/4£» there and we can easily amend this 

drawback by adding suitable boundary layer corrections. The corrected function 

X is defined by 
n 

(3.10) 

X (x,£) - x (b,£)p(bx)exp{b(x-b)/2e:} + n n 

- X (a,e:)p(ax)exp{a(x-a)/2e:} , 
n 

where p is an infinitely differentiable cut-off function satisfying p (x) == 0 

if x < t and p(x) = I if x > 2. The correction is of exponentially small order 
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and can be disregarded in the computations above; more precisely we find: 

(3. 11) 

(3.12) 1I_€e ll + (x2/4€ _ n _ l)"'X 112 An 2 n 
I-n 2 

O(€ exp(-b /2€» , 

(3.13) 

where t = I if b < -a and t = 2 if b = -a. 
o 

2 • Since it is expedient to have an orthogonal set of approximate eigen-

functions, we orthogonalize the set {X
n 

I n E NO} by the Gram-Schmidt process, 

resulting in the set {Xn I n E NO}' In view of formula (2.6) this ortogonaliza

tion adds to X only terms of the same exponentially small order, such that the 
n 

lemma's 1 and 2 remain valid if X is replaced by X or Xn ' n n o 
3 • In view of the proof of convergence of the eigenvalues (theorem 1) we 

have chosen the functions X such that they are approximate eigenfunctions for 
n 

all operators of type (2.4) at once. In section 7 we shall construct approximat-

ions of higher order, which depend on the operator given. 
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4. AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE EIGENVALUES. 

In the minimax characterization (2.5a) we can use as trial space E the 

span Vk of the first k+1 approximate eigenfunctions 

(4. I) 

and for this choice we can compute an upper bound for Ak . 

LEMMA 3: The k-th eigenvalue Ak(e) satisfies the upper estimate 

(4.2) 

for some constant C I and for al?" k E: ]No' 

PROOF: The lowest eigenvalue satisfies by (3.8): 

AO ~ (TeXO'XO) ~ Cle 

for some constant C1• As induction hypothesis we assume that the supremum 

of Rayleigh's quotient over Vk_
1 

is bounded by 

sup 
UEV

k
_ 1 ,II u 11=1 

(T u,u) ~ k - 1 + Ck6e • 
e 

A function v E Vk can be written uniquely as the sum u + tXk for some t E ~ 
2 2 ~ 2 

such that U E Vk- 1 and Ilvll = Uull + IItxkll . Formula (3.8) yields a constant 

C such that 

and 

2 ( "") ! (3 )11 1111"" II II 112 2 2 ( + k3) 211 ""X
k 

112 t u,TeXk ~ 2tCe k + I u Xk ~ u + et C I 

Hence we can reduce the supremum of Rayleigh's quotient over Vk to a supremum 

over Vk- 1: 

,..... 
sup R (v) 

'V e 
VE k 

sup sup Re(u + txk) ~ 
tE~ UEV

k
_1 ,II ull =1 

42' 32. - 2 - 2 
~ sup { sup (Teu,u)+I+(k+eCk +eC (l+k ) )11 txkll }/(I+II txkll ) ~ 

tE~ UEV
k

_
1 

,II ull =1 

This proves the estimate (4.2), q.e.d. 
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5. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF HERMITE. 

Before deriving a lower bound for the eigenvalues of T we shall study 
s 

first the eigenvalues of the particular turning point problem 

(5. 1) -E:U" + xu' = AU , u(a) = u(b) = 0.; 

we remark that the differential equation becomes Hermite's differential 

equation by the stretching x = 1;;12£. By transformation (2.1) we obtain the 

symmetrized form 

(5.2) 2 
IT v := -EV" + x V/4E - !v = AV , 

E 
veal = v(b) - 0 • 

Denoting the set -of its eigenvalues by {'ITk (d IkE No}' arranged in increas

ing order, we find by analogy to lemma 3 from the estimates (3.11-12-13) the 

better upper bound for 'ITk(s): 

LEMMA 4: A constant C exists such that 

for aU E > O. 

For a lower bound we apply the stretching x = r;,/C to (5.2) and we obtain 

on the interval (a//C,b//;) the eigenvalue problem 

(5.3) <" = did!;;) , 

whose eigenvalues are identical to those of (5.2). We introduce the notations 

(U,V) 
E 

:= 

moreover, we extend all elements of K and L by zero outside the interval 
S E: 

(a/iE,b/iE), such that we have the inclusions Ks c: Ko and LE: c: Lo provided 

o < 8 < E. Rayleigh's quotient for (5.3) is 

Q (u) := (u' ,u t
) + C!x2u - ~u,u) ,u E K 

E: S E: E: 

clearly it satisfies 

(5.4) . for all u E K and all 0 E (O,E) • 
s 
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Its value does not change if (for fixed u E K ) the interval of integration 
£ 

is enlarged, i.e. it satisfies 

(5.4) 

In conjunction with the maximin characterization (2.5b) and the previous 

lemma we obtain: 

LEMMA 5: For every k E ~O we have the inequality 

(5.5) 

PROOF: Assume 0 < 0 < E. If F is a k-dimensional subspace of Lo then its 

restriction to LE cannot have a larger dimension; moreover, if U E K£ is 

orthogonal to the restriction of F to L
E

, it is orthogonal to F in Lo too, 

hence ~ n Ke e F~ n KS' co~sequentlY formula (5.4) implies that the minimum 

of Qo(u) as u ranges over F n Ko cannot be larger than the minimum over 

F~ n K • Taking the maxima over all these minima we find 
E 

TIk (0) = sup inf 
FeL 0 ' d imFsk ~ uEF nKo'u;cO 

s sup inf 
PeL 0' dimFsk uErnK ,u;cO 

E 

hence TIk(s) cannot increase as e decreases. 

In the limit for E -+ +0 Rayleigh's quotient Q (u) of (5.3) tends to the 
£ 

• Rayleigh quotient of Hermite's operator (which is well-known as the "harmonic 

oscillator" in quantum mechanics), whose eigenvalues are known to be the non

negative integers. This implies that TIk(s) is bounded below by k, q.e.d. 

We define the function. ~k(x,e) to be the normalized eigenfunction of 

problem (5.2) associated with the eigenvalue TIk(e), i.e. 

and 

It is well-known from Sturm-Liouville theory that they form a complete ortho

normal set in L2; in conjunction with the estimates (3.11-13) this implies: 

LEMMA 6: For eaah k E ~O the eigenvalue and eigenfunation satisfy the estimates 

(5.6a) 

(5.6n) II ~ (A,!. );1, 112 _- 0(<,I-kexp (_b2 /2"c» Xk - Xk J'l'k o/k <. <;.. 
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PROOF: We expand Xk in the eigenfunctions of lls' 

00 

Since the previous lemma implies Ik - ~o(E)1 c ! if J ~ k, we find from 
J 

formula (3.12): 

00 

:s;. 2 j~O 1(~j(E) - k)(Xk ,1/Jk)12 == lI(lle - k)xk"
2 

c 

= O(e 1- nexp(-b2/2e» 

Th o f 1 (56b) . h h II "'Xkll 2 LS proves ormu a . ; moreover, Lt sows t at 

the same order, hence 

00 

j~O ~j(e)(Xk,1/Jj)2 = 

In conjunction with (3.11 and 13) this implies (5.6a), q.e.d. 
o 

REMARKS: 1 , Formula (5.6) agrees with [5, formula (2.6)], which was derived 

by different means • 
o 

2 , The estimate (5.6b) implies that lemma 2 remains valid if 1/J is n 
substituted for X in the estimates (3.7-8). 

n 
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6. A LOWER BOUND FOR THE EIGENVALUES. 

According to the inequalities (2.6-7) the lower bound on the eigenvalues 

of Hermite's operator is shared by the eigenvalues of all operators whose 

Rayleigh quotient is larger than Rayleigh's quotient of Hermite's operator. 

This property we shall use in order to derive a lower bound for Ak (€). 

Explicitly we have 

(6. I) 222 
(T£u,~) = £11 u'll + (x p /4E + xq - ~p - !xp')u,u) • 

Since we assumed p(x,e::) = 1 + 0(£) + O(x), the coefficient in the second term 

in the right-hand side has a local minimum (provided £ is small enough) at a 

point aCE) naar x = 0, where it has the value -i + SeE), 

221 see::) := x p /4e:: + xq - !p + ~ - !xp' x __ aCe::) 

a and 8 are both of the order O(E) and the second derivative of the coefficient 

at aCE) is equal to 1 + O(E). Without loss of generality we can assume aCE) = 0, 

since we can shift the x-variable over a distance aCE); the endpoints a and b 

are then shifted over the same distance, but this does not change our asymptotic 

estimates. Thus we find that the function p, 
~ -2 2 2 
p(X,E)" := 4£x (x p /4£ + xq - !p + ! - ~xp' - 8(e::» , 

satisfies 

1 + O(x) + O(E) and p(X,E) ~ ~Po > ° (if E is small enough) . 

This implies 

(6.2) (T u,u) 
E 

2 2~ 
£llu'li + (x pu/4£ - ~u + Su,u) ~ 

22· 2 
~ !POhllu'll + (x u/4£ - !u,u)} + OPO - ! + 8(e::»lIuli = 

!po (IIEU,u) + 0(£11 u1l
2

) . 

Deviding by lIull
2 

we find in the right-hand side of the inequality the Rayleigh 

quotient of II . Using this estimate we can find a satisfactory lower bound for 
E 

Ak (£) : 
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THEQREM I: For every kENO the eigenvalue Ak(E) of TE satisfies the estimate 

(6.3) 

PROOF: We define the spaces Vk and W by k,n 

and W := span{1jJ], I j ~ NO ' k :::;; ] < n} . k,n 

A lower bound for Ak(E) is obtained ,by minimizing Raleigh's quotient over 

Vk , since Vk is (by definitmon) othogonal to a k-dimensional space. 

We choose n to be the smallest integer such that 

Each u E Vk can be written as the orthogonal sum u = u 1 + u2 such that u 1 E Wk,n 

and u2 E Vn • By lemma 5 and formula (6.2) we find 

(6.4) +8 ~k+l. e; 

By analogy to formula (4.2) we can prove by induction 

(6.5) 

and lemma 2 and the second remark following lemma 6 imply 

2(Te;u 1,u2 ) ~ - C2E:~(k3 + 1)11 u
1

1111 u
2

11 ~ 
(6.6) 

Formulae (6.4-5-6) now imply 

Ak (e;) ~ inf 
uEVk,1I ull =1 

~ inf 
tE[O,l] 

(T u,u) ~ e; 

inf 
UjEWk,n 

2 
II ul" =t 
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This proves the lower estimate for A
k

(£), q.e.d. 

COROLLARY: Let ek(x.t) be the normaZized eigenfunction of T£ a880ciated with 

the eigenvaZue Ak(£) then 

(6.7) 

The proof is analogous to the proof of lemma 6. 

REMARK: From the proof of theorem 1 we easily derive the following stability 

property of the eigenvalues. If the coefficients p and xq - r of L are changed 
1 £ 

by amounts which are of the orders 0(£20(£» and 0(0(£» respectively uni-
1 

formly in x with £2 0 (£) = 0(1), £ + +0, then Rayleigh's quotient T 

the eigenvalues change by the order 0(0(£» at most • 

and hence 
£ 
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7. HIGHER ORDER APPROXIMATIONS OF EIGENVALUES AND EIGENFUNCTIONS. 

Approximations of higher order of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions can 

be computed easiest from the original non-symmetric equation (1.9). Sillce the 
-1 

leading term of the asymptotic expansion of the n-th, eigenfunction e = J e 
n E n 

of (1.2) is equal to H ex lfu) (modulo a constant factor), we can choose all 
n . ~. 

approximants to be polynomials in E and xl If£. ; doing so, we need not bother 
" ." o. about the boundary conditions in v~ew of remark 1 ~n section ~. However, in 

order to prove that these formal computations yield the correct result, we have 

to apply transformation (2.1) to the approximants and to operate with the symme

tric equation (2.2) as before. 

In the differential equation (1.9~ we introduce the substitution x = ~If£. 

and the (formal) asymptotic expansions 

00 ' 00 

i j 
p(x,e:) 1 I i+ 1 £J q(x,e:) L + p .. x q .. x £ 

i,j=O ~J i,j=O ~J 

(7. 1) 
co I • 00 

. £j -;; (f, I If£. , d = s l. e . (f,)E~J A (d = L A 
n j=O nJ n j=O nJ 

where e 0:= H ,A 0:= nand s is a scaling factor. Collecting equal powers i n, n n, 
of E and setting their coefficients equal to zero we obtain the recursive 

system of equations ( = d/df,): 

e - 2f,~ + 2ne = nm nm nm 

(7.2) 

~m 
l. 

j=l 

m-l 
+ L 

i=O 

2A ,e 2' + nJ n,m- J 

with the side condition that the solution e has to be a polynomial. Since the nm 
leading term e 0:= H n, n 

is a polynomial of degree n which is even or odd if 
o " 

n is even or odd, we see by induction 1 that the right-hand side of (7.2) 

is a polynomial of degree n+m which is even or odd if n+m is even or odd, 2 
o 

that this right-hand side can be expanded in a finite sum of Hermite polynomials, 

which does not aontain Hn if m is odd and 3° that Anm can be chosen such that 

the coefficient of H in the expansion of the right-hand side is zero, if m is 
n 

even. We conclude from this that for each mEN a unique scalar Anm exists 

such that the equation (7.2) has a polynomial solution (which is unique too). 
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This procedure of solving e and A recursively from (7.2) under the side 
run run 

condition that the solution has to be a polynomial is known in other contexts 

as the "suppression of secular terms". 

In order to prove that we have obtained the correct asymptotic series 

for eigenvalue and eigenfunction, we apply the transformation (2.1) and we 

define the partial sums Ank and Enk by 

k 

I 
j=O 

k 
:= s I 

j=O 

and we choose the scaling factor s such that liE k" = 1. From the construction n, 
of the functions e . we see that the partial sums satisfy 

nJ 

(7.3) (e:: -+ +0) , 

since the remainder is a polynomial in x/12€ of degree n + 2k + 1 multiplied by 
k+1 

£. and by the exponential. Expanding En, 2k+ 1 in the set of orthonormal eigen-

functions {e. I j E NO} of T 
e:' J 

00 00 

I L 2 2 E = Y k· e . with hnkj I = II En ,2k+}11 n,2k+1 
j=O n J J j=O 

we find by theorem I: 

Since liEn 2k+lll is of order unity this implies , 

(7.4) and ( ) II = 0 (" k+ 1 ) II E 2k} - E 2'k I' e . e. "-n, + n, + J J 

for all k,n E NO' Since each u E HI satisfies (Sobolev) 
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1 u(x) 12 ::;; 211 ulill u'li + 211 u1l 2/ (b - a) 

and since a positive constant C exists, such that 

(7.Sb) 

for all u E and for all A E ~, cf [6, ch. 2J, the estimate of the error 

in En ,2k+1 1S valid in the maximum norm too. Summing up we have derived: 

THEOREM 2: The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions A (s) and e (x,s) of the 
n n 

operator l' have for s + +0 the asymptotic series expansions s 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

A (e) = n + 
n I 

j=l 

e (x,s) = sJ (x){H (x/i2E) + 
n E n I 

j=1 

where the coefficients are determined recursively from the system of equations 

(7.2). Explicit computation shows 

A 0: n + 
ns 

222 2 
d3n PlO + (2n+I)qIO - 12n POO - (12n+2)pooqoo - 2qOO} + O( 

The formal series expansion of e in (7. I), from which (7.7) is derived, 
n 

1S not asymptotic in the whole interval [a,bJ. Since the j-th coefficient e . 
nJ 

is a polynomial in ~ = x/liE of degree n+j, the j-th term is of the order 

O -In n+j 
(ss 2 x ) and hence all terms are of the same order of magnitude for fixed 

x ~ 0 and for E + +0. In (7.7) it is the exponential factor J that makes the 
E 

series asymptotic. The formal series expansion of; is asymptotic only in an 
n 

£-dependent neighbourhood of the point x = a whose diameter shrinks to zero for 

£ + +0. Theorem 2 implies that this series is asymptotically correct in a neigh

bourhood whose diameter is of the order O(£~) only. 

For a better approximation of; outside a neighbourhood of x = 0 we con-
n 0 0 

struct the regular expansions in the subdomains [a,-£] and [£ ,b] for some 

) . 

6 ( (0, D. In these regions we expand e and the coefficients of the differential n 
equation into the formal power series 

co co co 

; (x, £) I k 
p(x,£) I k q(x,£) I k 

£ Vnk , = E Pk(x) , E qk(x) n 
k=O k=O k=O 
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substituting them in the differential equation and collecting equal powers 

of € we obtain the system of equations 

k 
(7.8) I (xp.d/dx + xq. - A .)v k .. 

J J nJ n,-J 
j=:1 

The constants of integration are obtained from matching to the inner expansion 

obtained before. The lowest order term v a 18 n, 

x 

Vna(x) = cnax
n 

exp{ J (n - npa(t) - tqa(t»dt/tpa(t)} 

a 

~ because Pa(a) = I this function is COO and satisfies 

(7.9) (x + 0) . 

-0 L6 
For the matching we substitute the intermediate variable r; := xe = l;E2 

"" with 0 E (a,!) in both expansions for e and we expand both series again into 
n 

powers of e:. Since the leading terms of both series must agree, we find 

(7.10) 
In -~n c = 22 se: • 

nO 

"" The regular expansion of e is matched to the boundary conditions 
n 

e (a,E) = ~ (b,E) = a in ordinary boundary layers. In the boundary layer at n n 
x = b we substitute the local variable 8 := ab(x)/e, where ab is COO and satisfies 

(7. I I a) a l > a 
b 

and we expand the 

in (formal) power 

~ (X,E) n 

and 2 
ab(x) = x; - b + O«x - b) ) 

solution and the coefficients of the 

series 1n E : 

00 00 

I Ej w . (8) , xp(x,e:) I p. (e) e: j 

j=a J j=O J 

This results in the system of differential equations 

k 

for x + b 

differential equation 

00 

• xq (x, E) = I q. (8)e j 

j=O J 

(7.llb) jI
1 

(Pjd/dS + qj-l + An,j-l)wn,k-j (' = d/d8) 

with the matching conditions 

(7.1Ic) and lim w nk ( e) = a . 
8+-00 
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Since pO= bp(b,O), the lowest order term of this expansion ~s 

REMARK: We could have chosen e = (x - b)/E as the boundary layer variable; 

however, in order to have a better control over the decay of the boundary 

layer correction w in a neighbourhood of the boundary layer we prefer to have 

some extra freedom ~n e. Outside the boundary layer we cut the correction off 
00 

mUltiplying it by p(bx), where p is a C -function satisfying p(x) = a if 

x < ! and p(x) = lif x > i. 
In the boundary layer at x = a we construct analogously the formal ex-

pans ion e 
n 

EEJ W .' clearly we find 
nJ' 

2 
wnO(n) = -vnO(a) exp{-ap(a,O)n}, En := 0a(x) = x - a + O«x-a) ) 

Thus we have constructed a formal approximation for the n-th eigenfunction 

en of (1.2). The lowest order term of this approximation is FnO' 

the term cnOx
n 

is subtracted since it is contained in sHn and in vnO and it is 

counted twice otherwise. We shall prove the validity of this approximation with 

the aid of the following consequence of the maximum principle: 

LEMMA 7: Let n E :N and r E ]R. satisfy r ~ n and 'let m E ]R. be 'larger than the 

'largest zero of H (x/I2). If a constant M exists such that the function z satis-
n 

• fies 

(7. 12a) 

(7., 12b) and 

then a constant N exists such that 

if r ;c n 
(7.12c) 

if r = n 

for aU x E [mEi,b]. 

PROOF: We choose the barrier function W : 
r 

(7. 13a) 

Wr(X,E) := sHn (x/l2£) + vnO(x) - cnox
n 

W (x, £) 
n 

if n ;c r 
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From the computations above we easily find positive constants d and D such that 

(7.13b) 

(7.13c) 

n -~n dx g ~. W (x,g) 
. r 

~ {SDxng -!n Ilog g I 

n -!n 

(L - r)W 
g r 

;::: 

sDx g 

{ 

n _In 
sdx g 2 

n -In 
sd(n-r)x {i: 2 

ir r = n 

if r < n 
I 

if r = n 

if r < n 

provided g is sufficiently small and g2m ~ x ~ b. According to the maximum 

principle it follows from (7.12a) and (7.13c) that (-MW ± sdz)/W cannot have 
n n 

positive maxima in (g!m,b). Since (7.12b) and (7.13b) imply that they are nega-

tive at x = g~m and at x = b, they are negative everywhere. If r ~ n we use the 

same argument, q.e.d. 

THEOREM 3: A constantC exists~ such that the n-th eigenfunctvon e of problem 
n 

(1.2) satisfies the estimate 

(7.14) 

uniformly for all x E [a,b]. 

PROOF: Theorem 2 and formula (7.9) imply that for each m > 0 a constant C m 
exists, such that 

! 
provided Ixl ~ mE 2 

moreover, since en(b,E) = FnO(b,E) = 0, condition (7.12b) is satisfied. From 

the construction of the approximation it follows that 

and that wnl is of the same order as wnO is, hence eo ,the subinterval (E~m,b) 
we can apply the previous lemma (with r = n). To the subinterval (a,-E!m) we 

can apply the same argument, q.e.d. 

In order to compute higher order terms of the expansion of e we must 
n 

solve (7.8) (and (7.11), but this is well-known) recursively and match each term 

to the inner expansion by "intermediate matching~, cf. Eckhaus [I 2J. Having 

computed the regular expansion up to the index j-l, we must verify that the 

j-th equation has a solution which is COO at x = 0; this is guaranteed by the 
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fact that the coefficient of xn in the Taylor-series expansion at x = 0 of 

the right-hand side in the equation U.8) is made zero by the choice of Ank 

in (7.2), otherwise the solution would contain a term of the order O(xnlogx) 

(x -+0). For the matching we substitute the intermediate variable i; = XS-
O = 

= ~E~-O with 0 < 0 < ! in L~=O ss~kenk and in L~=oskvnk and we expand the new 

series in powers of s up to the order o(ssj-no); the constant of integration, 

which is in the term of the order O(ssj-no) is now determined by the condition 

that both series must agree up to this ·order. The proof of validity is analogous 

to the proof given above 

The approximation for; , we have constructed, is such that the retative 
n I 

error is uniform outside the boundary layers, i.e. if a + ms < x < -s2M and if 

E~M < x < b - mE for sufficiently large constants M and m. Hence we obtain by 

transformation (2. I) an approximation of e with a good relative error, which 
n 

is better than (7.7) is. However, its Rayleigh quotient does not yield a better 

approximation of the corresponding eigenvalue, since it differs from (7.6) by 

exponentially small terms only, which are too small to be proved correct, unless 

the asymptotic series happens to converge. In lemma 6 we have given an example 

in which the dominant asymptotic series of the eigenvalues terminates, such that 

exponentially small terms can be computed. 
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8. EXPONENTIAL DECAY AND RESONANCE. 

Having established the conditions under which the solution of the boundary 

value problem (1.1) exists and is unique, we can study the asymptotic behaviour 

of this solution. 

The construction of a formal asymptotic approximation to the solution U £: 
of (1.1) is analogous to the construction of the approximation of e in the 

n 
preceding section. Now we assume that the inner and the regular expansions are 

zero and hence that the approximation consist of boundary layer terms only. As 

in (7.11) we substitute in the boundary layer at x = b the local variable 

B := 0b(x)/£: and we expand everything in formal power series in £:: 

~ j~ j-
= Lt: p., xq = ~e q., ret:) 

J 1 

Hence, we obtain the system of differential equations 

k 
(8. 1) -Z" + 

k P z' = - \ (p.d/de +q. 1 - r. l)Zk • ° k j~1 J J- J- -J 

with the boundary conditions 

(k 2 I) and (k 2 0) • 

The lowest order term is 

(8.2) zO(B) = B exp{bp(b,O)e} 

and higher order terms are computed easily; since p. and q. are polynomials in 
J J 

~ of degree j, zk is equal to a polynomial in ; of degree 2k multiplied by 

exp(bp(b,O)B) and cO,~stants C
k 

exists such that each partial sum satisfies for 

all 8 S; 0: 

(8.3) 
k. . 

\(Le - r(e» I £:J z .(8)\ S; 

j=O J 

k 2k 
e CkA(I + e )exp(bp(b,0)8) • 

In the same way we construct at x = a the boundary layer expansion 

00 

with en (8.4) u (x) = 
e I 

j=O 

20 (n) = A exp{ap(a,O)n} 

:= 0 (x) 
a 

= x - a + O«x - a)2) , 
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which satisfies an estimate analogous to (8.6). So we have constructed the 

f 1 .. k f U orma approxLmatLons Z£ 0 £: 

(8.5) 
k 
I 

j=O 
£j(p(bx)z.(x) + p(ax)z.(x» , 

J J 

00 

where p is a C cut-off function (p(x) = 0 if x < * and p(x) = I if x > ~). 

Exploiting the relation T J u = J L u between T and L and the eigenfunction £ £ £ £ £ £ 
expansion of T we prove the validity of this formal approximation: 

£ 

THEOREM 4: Let n E NO be the non-negative integer that is nearest to reO) and let 

U be the solution of problem (1.1). The for,maZ approximation zk satisfies e £ 

(8.6) 
;; (x,£) 

U (x) = Zk(x) + n {BJ2(b)v O(b) + AJ
2(a)v o(a)}(1 + 0(1£» + 

£ £ A (e)-r(e) £ n £ n 
n 

if x ~ 0 , 

if x :::.; 0 

~ -I 
where e = J e ~s the n-th eigenfunction of problem (1.9) and where vis the n £ n nO 
lowest order term of the reguZar expansion of;; , cf. (7.9), 

n 

x 

vnO(x) = (n!i2n£)-!e-!nxnexp{ J (n - np(t,O) - tq(t,O»dt/tp(t,O)}(1 + 0(£» 

o 

for x ~ 0 and £ + +0. 

PROOF: Let UB be the solution of (1.1) if A = O. The construction (8.1) implies 
£ 

that the error Dk 
e' 

B U (x) -
E 

k 
I £jp(bX)ZJ'(crb(x)/£) 

j=O 

12k is an element of HO· n H • Hence, J D can be expanded in the eigenfunctions of 
£ £ 

T and its component orthogonal to e satisfies by formula (8.3) and theorem I: 
£ n 

. k . k 2 
II J D - (J D ,e ) e JI 

£ £ £ £ n n 

co 
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Sobolev's inequality (7.5) now implies existence of a constant C such that 

IJ (X)Dk(x) - (J Dk,e )e (x,e) 1 ~ CekJ (b) 
e e e e nne 

for all x E [a,bJ. In particular this is true if x ~ e~m for some m € R, where 

we have J (e~m) = 0(1) for e '+ +0; since we also have (L - r)D
k 

= ° for x ~ ° 
e: k ~e: e: 

we can apply lemma 7 to the restriction of D to [a,-e: mJ. Hence, the component 
k e: 

of D orthogonal to J e satisfies the estimate e: e n 

(8.7) 
k . k 

D (x) - (D ,J e )e (x,e:) 
E e: e: n n 

uniformly for all x E [a,bJ. 

= 
{

O(Be:kJ (b)J-l(x» 
e: e: 

O(Be:kJ (b» 
e: 

ifx~O, 

ifx~O, 

k In order to compute the inner product (J D ,e ) we choose the function 0b e: e: n 
in the boundary layer variable as follows: 

(8.8a) 2 obex) = x - b - ~(x-b) with ~ - v - l(p(b,O) + bp'(b,O)/bp(b,O) • 

If v is a sufficiently large positive number this implies 

b 

(8.8b) f tp(t,O)dt + bp(b,O)ob(x) == - v(x-b)2+ 0«x-b)3) < ° 
x 

for all x E [O,bJ. Hence, we find by (7.14) 

b 

(8.9) == di\ (e)-r(e» 
n J 

a 

== BJ
2

(b)v O(b)/(i\ (e:) - r(e:»(1 + 0(/£) . e n n 

For the solution ~ of (1.1) 
E 

with B = ° we can derive estimates analogous to 

(8.7) and (8.9); since U = ~ + UB, this implies formula (8.6), q.e.d. 
E E E 

REMARK: In fact we have used in the proof the 

in the biorthogonal series {J e } and {J-Ie } 
Ene n 

* adjoint L • 
£ 

generalized eigenfunction expansion 

of eigenfunctions of L and its e: 
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This theorem gives all information we want about the solution U
E

• We see 

from (8.6) and (7.14) that U decays exponentially fast in the interior of the 
g . 

interval if the distance between r(E) and the nearest eigenvalue of T satisfies 
g 

condition (1.4). Moreover, it gives a good estimate of the magnitude (and the 

form) of the resonance and it displays exactly how the resonant part of the 

solution explodes if r(E) approaches the eigenvalue sufficiently fast. Unfortu

nately it is in general not possible to determine exponentially small terms in 

the asymptotic expansion of A (g), hence, in general it remains unknown whether 
n 

or not the denominator A (8) - reg) in (8.6) is smaller than the numerator. 
n 

In the special case of the Hermite operator (5.1) the exact solution can 

be .determined, e.g •. in confluent hypergeometric functions. Its asymptotic ex

pansion agrees with formulae (5.6a) and (8.6), cf. [5, formula (2.7 a-b-c-d)]. 

Another example in which we can approximate accurately the resonant solution 

occurs near the smallest eigenvalue, when the coefficient q is equal to zero. In 

the particular eigenvalue problem 

(8.10) u(a) = u(b) = 0 

.the inner and regular expansions of ~O reduce to only one term, namely eO = 
constant. By theorem 3 we then find the uniform approximation ~O = FOO(l + O(E», 

where 

FOO(x,g) = s{1 - p(bx)exp(bp(b,O)ub(x)/g) - p(ax)exp(ap(a,O)ua(x)/g)} • 

Rayleigh's quotient of JeFOO is (by analogy to (8.9» 

if the functions ua and ub in the boundary layer variable are chosen as ~n (8.8). 

Since Foa satisfies 

we find from the eigenfunction expansion of JgFOO 

(8. II) 
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in the same way as in lemma 6. By formula (8.6) we find for the solution U 
E 

of the boundary value problem 

£u" + Xp(X,E)U' = ° u(a) = A , u(b) B 

the result 

(8.12a) 

provided 

U (x) = B + (B - A)exp{ap(a,O) (x-a)} + O(Ie) , 
E 

a b I tp(t,O)dt > J tp(t,O)dt, 

° ° 
c f. ( 1 . 2), and 

(8.12b) U (x) = ~(A + B) + ~(B A)exp{bp(b,O)(x-b)} + 
E 

+ ~(A - B)exp{ap(a,O)(x-a)}+ O(Ie) 

provided both integrals are equal. 
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9. GENERALIZATIONS AND RELATED PROBLEMS. 

a. Imposing to problem (1.1) the condition lip strictly negative" instead 

of "p positive" we obtain a problem which is intimately related to problem (1.1). 

Such a type of problem is represented by the adjoint .of equation (l.la) 

(9. I a) * L u := -EU" - xpu' + (xq - p - xp')u = ru , 
<:: 

(9.1b) u(a) = A and u(b) = B • 

Clearly its eigenvalues are equal to the eigenvalues of (1.2) and the eigen

function connected to ~'-k(E) is JEe
k

• If reO) ;c n the solution u£ of (1.1) 

s~tisfies 

x 

A exp{ J w(t)dt}(1 -2 
+ O(EX » , if x < a , 

a 
(9.2) u (x) E x 

B exp{ J w( t)dt}( 1 
-2 

+ 0 (£x » , if x > a , 
b 

where wet) := {tq(t,O) - p(t,O) - tp'(t,O) - r(O)}/tp(t,O), d. [1, theorem 

3.15J. If reO) = n-, we have to add a multiple of J e I(A (E» - r(E» as before. e: n n 
Due to the exponential decaying nature of J this resonant part is dommnant 

e: 
only in a subinterval (containing x = 0) whose diameter depends on the magnitude 

of lilA - rl; if IliA - rl = O(e:- B) for some e > O,then the diameter of this 
n .n I 

subinterval is of the order O(<::~log e:). 

b. We can add to the differential equations (1. I) and (9. 1) an inhomogeneous 

term f and construct an asymptotic approximation to the solution, provided reO) 

is not equal to the limit of an eigenvalue. 

In problem (9.1) the leading term of the outer expansion is the solution of 

the reduced equation, which satisfies the boundary values at a and b. In order 

to prove convergence for reO) > n ~ ° we have to embed the problem 1n the nega-
-n-) 

tive Sobolev space H and to prove first convergence in weak sense; after-

wards we can show aonvergence in stronger sense by interpolation, cf. [5J and 

[6J. 

In problem (1.1) the leading term of the outer expansion is that solution 

of the reduced equation that is continuous at x = o. This solution is an analytic 
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function of r(O) which can be continued analytically in the positive halfplane 

up to the line Rer(O) = n,provided f has n derivatives at x = 0 and which has 

poles at the points r(O) = k E EO (this continuation is the smoothest solution 

of the reduced equation). In order to prove convergence for r(O) ,. n ~ 0 we 
...- ... . .'- . n+ I 

have to restrict the problem to the positive Sobolev space H (i.e. to prove 

convergence of the n-th derivative first), cf. [6] and [IJ. Alternatively we 

can use the technique by which theorem 4 has been proved: transform the error 

by (2.1), expand it in the eigenfunctions of T resulting in a max-norm estimate 

in an O(Ei)-neighbourhood around x = 0 and app~y lemma 7 for an estimate on the 

remaining part of the interval. 

c. If a turning point is located at the boundary point a, the boundary 

condition u(a) = 0 eliminates the approximate eigenfunctions which have an even 

index and hence it also eliminates the associated eigenvalues. 

d. If the interval (a,b) contains several turning points, i.e. if we study 

the problem 
~ 

(9.3) -EU" + pur + xqu = ru , u(a) = A u(b) = B , 

where p has several distinct zero's in [a,b], we can do exactly the same as 

before. Each turning point gives rise to a denumerable set of eigenvalues, which 

satisfy theorem 1 (or the analogous result for problem (9.1» and the spectrum 

is the union of these sets. In order to generalize the proof of theorem 1 to 

this case we have only to perform a transformation analogous to (2.1) and to 

construct a complete set of approximate eigenfunctions for each turning point. 

The construction (and proof) of asymptotic approximations of the solutions is 

analogous to the cases sketched above. 

e. If the interval contains a turning point of higher order or if two (or 

more) simple turning points coalesce in the limit for E + +0, i.-e. ifp(x,O) 

has a multiple zero, then the spacing between the eigenvalues tends to zero for 

e: + +0 and' the set of eigenvalues tends to' a dense subset of the positive real 

axis. In order to prove such a result we impose on the coefficient p of (9.3) 

the more general condition 

To this problem we apply the analogue of the symmetrizing transformation (2.1), 

which results in the equation 

(9.4) 
~2 ,..., 

-EVil + P v/4e: - ~p'v + xqv == AV, v(a) = v(b) = O. 
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If 0 ~ v < 1, its Rayleigh quotient is bounded from below by an arbitrarily 

large constant if E is small enough, such that all eigenvalues vanish at in-

f ·· . h l' . f . I / (I +v ) d ~nlty ln t e lmlt or € + +0. If v > I, we substltute x = € ~ an we 

multip!ly the equation (9.4) by €(v-I)/(v+l). Comparing the Rayleigh quotient 

of the resulting equation to the Rayleigh quotient of Hermite 's .operator (cf. 

section 5) we can show that all eigenvalues of (9.4) tend to zero with the 

d 0 ( ( v- 1 ) / ( v+ 1) ) d h . . d . . . h . h h f or er £ an t at thelr spaclng lmlnlS es Wlt t e same actor. 

For more details see [7]. 

f. By analogous methods we can attack the elliptic singularly perturbed 
n boundary value problem on bounded domain G E ~ , 

n 
ELu + I 

i=1 
p.dU/dX. + qu = 0 , 

1 1 
prescribed , 

where L is a uniformly elliptic operator and where the vector p has .an isolated 

zero with a nonzero Jacobian, cf. [6, ch. 4-5-6] and [14J. 
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